Abstract: This paper systematically demonstrated a variety of experimental phenomena of random lasers (RLs) of N,N′-di-(3-(isobutyl polyhedral oligomeric silsesquioxanes)propyl) perylene diimide (DPP) organic/inorganic hybrid laser dye, which is composed of perylene diimide (PDI) as gain media and polyhedral oligomeric silsesquioxanes (POSS) as scattering media at a mole ratio of 1:2. In this work, we observe the transition from incoherent RL in the DPP-doped solutions and polymer membrane systems using dip-coating method to coherent RL in the polymer membrane system with defect waveguide using semi-polymerization (SP) coating method. Meanwhile, we found that the hybrid dye-DPP has a long lasing lifetime compared with the traditional laser dyes, which indicates that the POSS group can suppress the photo-bleaching effect to extend the working life of laser dyes.
Introduction
Since V. S. Letokhov theoretically proposed random lasers (RLs), it has been realized that the multiple light scattering in the disordered gain medium is a necessary condition for the forming of RLs [1, 2] . Due to low cost and easy fabrication [3, 4] , RLs have drawn widespread attention for their potential applications and special propertieslow spatial coherent and small size [5] [6] [7] [8] . RLs have been investigated widely in different random systems doped with various gain media [9, 10] , such as laser dyes [11] [12] [13] [14] , quantum dots [15] [16] [17] , and luminescent nanocomposite materials [18] . However, RLs' applications are hindered due to luminescence quenching, which results in an increased non-radiative rate and a drastic decrease in the dye's radiative rate [19] [20] [21] . The enhancement of the thermal, optical, and mechanical properties of organic/ inorganic hybrid matrices has led to a better laser action compared with the reported polar and nonpolar organic dyes [22] [23] [24] [25] . Costela et al. have demonstrated that the RL photostability of organic/inorganic hybrid matrices is enhanced by incorporating silicon-containing polyhedral oligomeric silsesquioxanes (POSS) nanoparticles (NPs) into the structure of the organic monomers [25] . Cerdán et al. have indicated that the presence of POSS NPs results in additional amplified spontaneous emission and spectral narrowing [26] . The organic/inorganic hybrid laser dyes and POSS group have been applied in RL systems in the previous research [27] [28] [29] . Meanwhile, organic/ inorganic hybrid laser dyes have been reported as active scattering medium including scatterer and gain medium, which are different from those dyes working only as gain medium [30, 31] . However, the random lasing features of the new organic/inorganic hybrid laser dyes DPP have not been researched systematically.
In this work, the laser characteristics of the DPP in different random systems have been systematically compared with traditional laser dyes for the first time. The incoherent laser is observed not only in DPP and CH 2 Cl 2 solution in the cuvette but also in DPP-doped polystyrene (PS) film system. Meanwhile, to compare the random lasing properties of DPP in the solution systems, the spectra of DCP and pyrromethene 597 (PM597) mixed with POSS NPs solutions are also researched, and incoherent laser is observed in the DCP/POSS while coherent RL is found in PM597/POSS. In solid film systems, random lasing for the three kinds of dye-doped polystyrene films -DPP film (PSPP), DCP film (PSCP), and PM597 film (PSPM) -coated on the glass substrate has been researched using dip-coating method. The coherent RLs have been found in PSPM, while incoherent RLs have been found in PSPP and PSCP. Furthermore, we have fabricated defect polymer waveguide films using semi-polymerization (SP) coating film method; the styrene monomer was first pre-polymerized, was doped with DPP (DCP or PM597) as a viscous low molecular weight polystyrene, and then was coated on the glass substrate and continued to polymerize as polymer films, which are called LOPP, LOCP, and LOPM for the DPP-, DCP-, and PM597-doped polymer films, respectively. The defect polymer waveguide has resulted from two relatively parallel notches engraved on two opposing smaller cross-sections of the glass substrate. The coherent RLs have all been observed in the defect polymer film waveguide. In view of this, we observed the transition from incoherent RL to coherent RL. Meanwhile, for LOCP, the laser lifetime is short due to the photo-bleach effect. However, for LOPP, the advanced laser properties with stability, low threshold, and long lifetime have been obtained due to organic/inorganic hybrid effect, which proved that the POSS group can suppress the photo-bleaching effect in the RLs system. Figure 1A indicates the molecular structures of DPP, DCP POSS, and PM597. DPP is synthesized with two POSS NPs covalently attached to both side N atoms of perylene diimide (PDI), which is a type of fluorescent dye and could work as an active scatter [27] . Furthermore, DPP and DCP have been prepared according to the previous reports [32, 33] .
Results and discussion
We performed experiments on several scattering systems, which included passive scatterers embedded in laser dyes and active scatterers. is pre-polymerized to form low molecular weight viscous polymers at a temperature of 80°C for an hour, and then the pre-polymers with dopants are dip-coated on the glass substrate and continuously heated to obtain large molecular weight PS polymer films with a thickness of about 1 mm at 80°C. To induce effect in the polymer waveguide, two relatively parallel notches are engraved on two opposing ends of cross-sections of the glass substrate to increase the scattering. The three kinds of dopant concentration in the defect waveguide film also are 0.4 wt.% DPP, 0.4 wt.% DCP, and 0.4 wt.% PM597, respectively. Figure 2 shows the measurement setup for the solution samples, the polymer film samples, and the waveguide film samples with defect. A Q-switched Nd:YAG laser (Q-smart 850, Quantel, France), which has an output wavelength of 532 nm with a round spots (pulse duration of 10 ns, repetition rate of 10 Hz, spot diameter of 100 nm), is used to end pump the different types of samples with convex lens 1 (D = 25 mm, f = 10 cm). Pump pulse energy and polarization are controlled by a Glan Prism group. A filter for 532 nm is placed behind the samples to filter the residual pump pulse. The emitted light is collected by a fiber spectrometer (QE65PRO, Ocean Optics, USA, resolution of ~0.4 nm, integration time of 100 ms). As shown in Figure 2A , the solution samples are pumped with 45° incidence angle, and the emitted light is collected by convex lens 2 (D = 25 mm, f = 5 cm) and received by using a spectrometer. In Figure 2B , the polymer film is pumped vertically by the pump laser and the transmitted emission spectrum is received by the spectrometer. For the defect polymer waveguide film ( Figure 2C ), the samples are pumped along the defect waveguide direction, and the emitted light from the notch on the other end is obtained by fiber spectrometer. Figure 3 represents the absorption and fluorescence characterization of DPP, DCP, and PM597. It means that DPP and DCP samples in the CH 2 Cl 2 solution contain a broad absorbance in 450 nm-550 nm with the main peak centered at 523.7 nm. The peak of PM597 is 527.1 nm. The emission peak wavelengths of DPP, DCP, and PM597 are 572 nm, 572 nm, and 562 nm, respectively. Figure 3C shows the fluorescence lifetime of DPP, DCP, and PM597, which are all ~9.2 ns. The fluorescence lifetime L f can be formulated as L f = (T 2 -T 1 )/e, where L f is the calculated value of a fluorescence lifetime and T 1 and T 2 are the time frames, as shown in Figure 3C . The characteristics of absorption and luminescence for DPP solutions sample indicate that the organic/inorganic hybrid dye-DPP can be a laser dye like the traditional laser dye of PM597, which can be applied in the dye laser field. Figure 4 shows the random lasing features of the solution system. For DPP and DCP/POSS solution sample, we observed a broad spontaneous emission at low pumping energy ( Figure 4B and Figure S1 in the Supplementary material). The narrow emission peaks of CHPP/CHDP can be observed located at 574.4/574.7 nm above the threshold at 800/364 μJ. The plots of integrated emission intensity and FWHM as a function of pumping energy for DPP and DCP/POSS sample are presented in Figure 4C and D, respectively. It can be clearly seen that there is an abrupt change at 830 μJ (364 μJ) for DPP (DCP/POSS) in the input-output energy plots, which are signature for the PM597/POSS solution sample, there have been observed lasing spikes above the threshold and the main coherent random lasing spikes at 592.4 nm ( Figure S2 in the Supplementary material), with the FWHM of ~0.33 nm, are measured under the pulsed laser excitation of 120 μJ, which indicates the different spectral characteristics between DPP/POSS and PM597/POSS. It can be observed in Figure 4E that the threshold of the PM597/POSS system is 60 μJ. The plot of the RLs lifetime of the solution samples is shown in Figure 4F . RL intensity decreases to 82.4%, 44.4%, and 27.0% for the CHPP, CHCP, and CHPM, respectively, after 72,000 time pulses pump due to photo-bleaching effect on pump energy of 900 μJ. It can be seen that the organic/inorganic hybrid laser dye-DPP has a long lasing lifetime compared with others, which can suppose that the POSS group can suppress the photobleaching effect to improve luminous stability in the organic/inorganic hybrid laser system. We also have observed the luminous phenomenon in solid random systems in order to further study the emission characteristics of the organic/inorganic hybrid laser dye-DPP in the field of RLs. Figure 5A and Figures S3-S4 (see in the Supplementary material) show the emission spectra of DPP-, DCP-, and PM597-doped PS polymer film with different pulse pumping energy. At low energy illumination, the emission spectra are broad. However, narrow emission has occurred in the spectrogram after pumping energy is over the threshold. For the DPP (DCP)-doped PS polymer film, the narrowed peak can be observed in the wavelength of 577.9 nm (578.2 nm). As we can see from Figure 5B and C, there is non-linear variation between integrated intensity (FWHM) and pump energy. It can be seen that the threshold for the DPP-and DCP-doped PS polymer film is 78.46 μJ and 154.74 μJ, respectively. And the FWHM for DPP (DCP)-doped PS polymer films rapidly narrows to 4.16 nm (5.86 nm) from 24.99 nm (20.44 nm) over their threshold, which implies that incoherent RL has been found in the two samples. Similarly, this can be attributed to the fact that the scattering effect is so weak that the conditions forming Anderson localization cannot be reached to generate coherent RL for DPP and DCP. For PM597-doped PS polymer film, the broad emission spectra have been observed at low pump energy (<3.9 μJ) ( Figure S3 in the Supplementary material). With the increase in pumping energy to ~9 μJ, multiple spikes in the emission spectra emerge, which demonstrate that coherent random lasing with ultra-low threshold has been observed. The main random lasing spikes at 587.07 nm, with the FWHM of ~0.33 nm, are observed under the pulsed laser excitation of 14 μJ. As shown in Figure 5D , it can be seen that there is a non-linear variation between input and output energy and the threshold can be determined at 9 μJ. For DPP-doped samples, we found only incoherent RLs whether it is liquid or solid sample. The high-quality coherent RLs cannot be obtained with traditional coating and approaching methods. In order to derive high-quality coherent RLs, we introduced the SP coating method and defect into the PS waveguide film. Figure 6 shows the random lasing characteristic in the defect polymer waveguide film. The plot of emission spectra of DPP-, DCP-, and PM597-doped defect polymer waveguide film with different pumping energy is shown in Figure 6A and Figures S5-S6 in the Supplementary material. We observe a broad spontaneous emission at low pumping energy. When the pump energy is over the threshold, the multi-mode sharp peaks can be observed at the main peak wavelength of 579.5 nm, 580.5 nm, and 592.6 nm for the DPP-, DCP-, and PM597-doped defect polymer waveguide films, respectively, which are caused by the photonic multiple scattering in the defect polymer waveguide films. And we have observed the main sharp spikes at 580.1 nm, 580.4 nm, and 592.6 nm with the FWHM of ~0.42 nm, 0.18 nm, and 0.52 nm for DPP-, DCP-, and PM597-doped defect polymer waveguide films, respectively, which prove that coherent RLs are obtained in these samples. It suggests that there are Anderson localization effects that occur in the end of defect waveguide to generate coherent RL with the help of the waveguide confined effect. The non-linear variations between input and output energy are shown in Figure 6B -D. And the integrating range is 570.92 nm-598.75 nm for Figure 6B and C, while the integrating range is 577.95 nm-610.69 nm for Figure 6D . It can be seen that the threshold for DPP-, DCP-, and PM597-doped effect polymer waveguide film is 203.3 μJ, 241.68 μJ, and 27.88 μJ, respectively.
For coherent RL from the LOPP, Fourier transform of the emission spectrum of the LOPP has been analyzed at a pump energy of 450 μJ, as shown in Figure 7 . In the Fourier transform of a laser cavity emission spectrum (separated by wave vector K = 2π/λ, λ is the emission wavelength), there are spikes at P m and these satisfy the following relationship:
where m is the Fourier series number, n is the refractive index of the gain medium (n ps = 1.6), and L c is the cavity path length. Obviously, sharp emission peaks in the emission spectrum cause well-separated peaks in the Fourier transform. As shown in Figure 7 , the first peak (m = 1) in the Fourier transform spectrum, we can draw P m=1 = 25.5 μm and L c = 50 μm can be calculated from the formula. Figure 8A shows the random lasing emission and far fieled images for the DPP-doped defect polymer waveguide film. And the transmission direction of light is the waveguide direction, which can be seen clearly in Figure 8A . It can be seen that there is strong lasing emission in the end of defect waveguide, which is the location of defect scattering. And this phenomenon proved our hypothesis -there is Anderson localization in the defect location. Figure 8B shows different spectra for changing the reception angle (0° ~ 180° and surface), where X axis represents the direction of the waveguide, Y axis is perpendicular to the sample surface, and the reception angle is the angle between the X axis and the Z axis. It can be seen that random lasing spectra are different in the different angle, which demonstrates the multi-direction of RLs and the waveguide directionality. And we have observed that the largest intensity is at the reception angle of 90°, which can be attributed to the inhomogeneity of the notch on the defect polymer waveguide film.
In Figure 9A , we observed the lasing spectra from pulse to pulse pump for the LOPP at the same pump energy at ~350 μJ with the reception angle of 90°. For the peak wavelength of P 2 and P 4 , the position of the random lasing peaks is relatively stable. However, there occurs an ~0.04-nm blue-shift relative to the wavelength of P 1 from 577.79 nm to 577.75 nm for the second time. Meanwhile, an ~0.13-nm red-shift relative to the wavelength of P 3 from 580.04 nm to 580.17 nm is observed in the third time. It is obvious that the peak intensities of P 1 -P 4 are different for each time. As shown in Figure 9B , the path length of P 5 and P 7 is relatively stable, but an ~3.6-μm blue-shift from 59.94 μm to 56.34 μm and an ~5.83-μm red-shift from 59.94 μm to 65.77 μm relative to the path length of P 6 are observed in the third time and the fifth time, respectively. It can be seen that the position of the main random lasing peaks is relatively stable and some ignorable skewing, which is similar with that in our previous report [34] . Figure 10 shows the random lasing lifetime for the DPP-, DCP-, and PM597-doped effect polymer waveguide film at pump energy of 500 μJ. The RL intensity decreased to 81.5% and 5.9% for the DPP-and PM597-doped effect polymer waveguide film after 72,000 times pulses pump. However, the lasing spectra have disappeared after 6000 times pulses pump for DCP system. It can be seen that there is a strong photo-bleaching effect for the DCP and PM597 systems. But for the DPP system, the random lasing intensity with respect to the original intensity has a small decrement and is stabilized after 72,000 times pulse pump. In view of this, it can be proved that POSS group can suppress the photo-bleaching effect to improve luminous stability in the organic/inorganic hybrid laser system, which is also echoed with the solution system for DPP laser dye. Table 1 shows the incoherent and coherent RLs in different dyes-doped random systems. Coherent RLs have been observed in the DPP-doped defect polymer waveguide film, while incoherent RLs have been observed in DPP-doped solution sample and traditional PF. For PM597-doped samples, coherent RLs can be observed in PS polymer film and defect polymer waveguide film. High-quality coherent RLs with the properties of good stability, low threshold, and strong light resistance in the DPP-and PM597-doped defect polymer waveguide film have been observed due to the combined effect of the waveguide confined and effective scattering effects. At this point, we observe the transition from the incoherent RLs in the DPP-doped solutions and PS polymer film to the coherent RLs in the DPP-doped defect polymer waveguide film.
Conclusion
To conclude, this paper systematically demonstrated the RLs for DPP, DCP, and PM597 dyes in the solutions, polymer films using dip-coating method and defect polymer waveguide film using SP coating method. DPP can be considered an active scatterer working as gain medium and scattering medium, while DCP and PM597 only work as the gain medium. Incoherent RLs have been observed in solution sample and polymer film using dipcoating method doped with DPP. And coherent RLs have been found in defect polymer waveguide doped with DPP. We observed the transition from the incoherent RL in the DPP-doped solution samples and the polymer films using dip-coating method to the coherent RL in the defect polymer waveguide film. The phenomena can demonstrate that the generated Anderson localization to boost the coherent RL due to the waveguide confined and defect scattering effect of the end on the defect polymer waveguide film. Simultaneously, we have found that the SP coating method not only makes an interface between the polymer film and the glass substrate and becomes more tight but also simplifies complex embellishing processing for glass substrates. And we have found that POSS group can suppress the photo-bleaching effect to improve luminous stability in the organic/inorganic hybrid laser system.
